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Abstract: Industrialized construction systems due to enjoying benefits compared to conventional methods,
are being used, but old systems not only could not meet various needs but also are not of appropriate
interaction with environment. According to these problems, various systems are proposed as semi-
industrialized systems with regard to the aim of harmonizing with environment. These systems are of benefits
for increasing quality and decreasing wastes, so benefiting from some aspects of sustainability. The main
purpose of this paper is to discuss using industrialized systems to achieve sustainable housing in Iran by a
case study,so some conventional problems in housing are discussed in selected region and some industrialized
systems are being proposed. The proposed system includes small structural insulated blocks which found by
comprehensive study in terms of various factors. Based on this study, proposed industrialized systems are of
some attributes of environmental sustainability, so various aims of sustainability can be achieved.
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INTRODUCTION In general and comprehensive definition, sustainable

Nowadays, sustainable development is concentrated with environmental and local conditions and it is trying to
due to climate change and destroying the nature by apply contexts ecological abilities to create desirable
human. Environmental sustainable design is an important environmental conditions; consequently, it is ecological
issue in the field of Built Environment and Architecture. equilibrium means it has minimum damages on ecology in
In such a matter many theories have been gathered but addition to its flexibility, adaptability and continuity to
without any appropriate relation with practical principles, changes and needs and it is distinctive since it has some
so to connect with these terms, some decisions it had to local attributes" [1].
be proposed by reciprocal essence. This study is
apprising and discussing the use of industrialized Industrialized Architecture: Nowadays, industrialized
architecture in housing as a mutual decision with two architecture is not only prefabrication, but also looks like
theoretical and practical essences, if it relied on context a domain beginning from simple traditional systems to
situation to approach to sustainability. prefabrication ones. This idea is proper for housing,

Sustainable Design and Architecture: The main idea of and economic and mass-producible dwellings. In other
sustainability is to concentrate on environmental hand, compatibility with environment, energy
conditions to achieve a designed product with maximum consumption and physical and spatial qualities is
internal attributes of environment so that it can minimize considerable and there is pressing need for designing or
the undesirable aspects of these constructions. Buildings selecting proper and compatible methods with contexts in
must reply to environment from design stage and settling each area [3].
when they are to decrease confronting with nature [1]. Warswaski (1999) expounded that an industrialisation
Sustainable architecture has general contexts classified process is an investment in equipment, facilities and
which are with three circles of sustainability illustrate technology with the objective of maximising production
interdependent of the elements as follows: community, output, minimising  labour  resource and improving
economy, environment [2]. quality  while  a  building  system  is  defined  as a  set  of

architecture is: an architecture replying and interacting

especially in developing countries, as their need to rapid
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interconnected element that joint together to enable the Architecture and Construction Methods: In this study,
designated performance of a building [4]. According to the villages are capable of classified in three regions
R.B Richard Industrialization has demonstrated a high indicated in Table 1. The villages in region one were
capacity to reduce the costs, improve the quality and get frequently locating in flat area and most of them were
complex products available to the vast majority of people settling close to the main road, which is one of the main
[5]. P.A. Stone propounded that not to be traditional, is connection routes of Iran, so villages were changed by
not a necessity to industrialized construction systems. the  urban texture due to close relativity which is
Indeed, industrialization should be based on studies appeared, in particular, in types of architecture and
related to traditional methods. According to him, the major housing  as well as subsistence. As regarding to the
difference between traditional and industrial methods is Table 1, region 2 includes foot hilly villages. The
hidden in how to behave and perform in construction. architecture and texture variety is very much in this
Unlike traditional methods, industrial ones are of coherent region. In region three villages were settling with
process [6, 7]. prominent  vernacular  architecture and such areas are

Case Study: The studied area, a rural region of climate and other factors far from the urban regions. This
Minudasht, comes to rest in the north east of Iran, in region contains particular types of architecture compared
Golestan province close to Caspian Sea. This region to the other regions. For these reasons, region 3 is
includes a small town (Minudasht) and 70 villages in 3 considered in such a study. Some examples of
rural districts. The main environmental characteristic of contemporary and vernacular housing are presented in
this region has a variable topology. It is hilly and foot Figure 1.
hilly also plainly landscapes together. The climate in the
rural regions of such area is variable from humid temperate Effective Factors in Construction: Most effective factors
with less precipitation in flat region to cold and so rainy in housing construction in the studied area, in summary,
in hilly area. are as follow:

hilly and have much more precipitation, because of the

Table 1: Architectural atributes in 3 regions of minudasht rural area

Frequently Frequently Spatial arrangements

Mass and spaces Floors orientation Roof type materials and special spaces

Region 1 Mass in Frequently West- south west Flat, by concrete or metal New and common Access to spaces by 

large space one West-east stretch beams, 2 side sloping materials as brick porch - porch as special space

Region 2 Mass without One - two South- south 2 side sloping Brick, adobe and Access to spaces by 

order in space west, south east clay, stone in porch - porch as special space

West-east stretch foundations

Region 3 Mass of some units Frequently Irregular 4 side sloping - flat, Adobe and clay, Servicing spaces down 

around a space - compact two ordinations by wooden beams stone in foundations and living spaces up- 

and irregular mass Low stretch porch and stairs as 

in space special spaces Source: [8]

Fig. 1: Vernacular and contemporary housing in Minudasht region [8]
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Most villages in this region were located in hilly area, Regarding to such conclusions and on the basis of
so they are often hardly accessible, particularly in problems talked about, using industrialized and semi-
precipitation seasons. In addition, most settlements industrialized systems in such region are worth
are dispersed. Consequently the problems of considering. Many of these systems, in addition to
materials and building components transportation are enjoying from new technology and its benefits, are
probably exist. capable of compatibility with various environments and
Most villages are so far from the main roads and city, are to be proposed by the aim of reducing problems in
that the mentioned problems are intensified, also housing.
reaching to special equipments and skilled labour are
restricted. Using Industrialized Systems: This study concludes the
Due to the climate of this region, cool with large main problem of housing in this region (and similar areas)
amount of precipitation, considering about energy is poor quality of construction, due to the shortage of
consumption, rain swage and so on, are necessary in skilled labour, insufficient control and supervision and
selecting materials and construction systems. using inapropriate construction methods. With regard to
According to natural environment with vegetation this study most problems are found in structure and
from semi-woods and foothill areas, protecting external walls, cause insufficient resistance and reduce
natural environment is so considerable and rural buildings lifetime and lack physical and spatial
important. qualities in them. Various kinds of industrialized and semi-
Rural settlements have to be durable and have industrialized systems are able to be used to reducing
sufficient resistant due to landslips and earthquake- mentioned problems. Particularly, semi-industrialized
prone region, with any fault lines and landslips were systems like ICF (insulated concrete forms) have been
happened. proposed. They are of simple joints, light weight and have
In vernacular architecture of such region some capability with structural crading and termal insulation. It
elements as stairs and porches are prominent seems these systems are capable of being used in many
elements, appeared as various forms. A few regions around the world particularly in developing
windows, various sloping roofs, flat roofs and countries.
setting of spaces are the other attributes of
vernacular architecture in this area; therefore, Proposing Insulated Concrete Forms: Various types of
flexibility in spaces composition plans and facades structural insulated blocks as semi- industrialized systems
are the main issues in housing of this region. are used in many regions around the world. The main

Studying the selecting region, the problems and main ability to use various materials due to the climate and
points of construction have been gathered as below: texture of each area in facades and compatibility with any

The architectural forms and vernacular construction statistics make it possible to use ICF systems, particularly,
methods, despite of compatibility with environment, in rural regions to harmonize with context and
are not only of appropriate qualities, but also, are not environment. Such blocks are made of any materials as
proper for contemporary living due to spatial light concrete, cement compositions with wood and paper
attributes. trashes and so compressed plastics. They are often
Current architecture and construction methods are capable of constructing facades by various materials, too.
not of necessary compatibility with rural texture and The wall is constructed by setting blocks simply; same
climate, in addition to needs and desires. These masonry materials and anchors are located in proper
methods have damaged rural textures identity, locations for cradling the wall. In most of these systems
despite their ability to reach qualitative construction the shapes of blocks are design for cradling and casting
and benefiting from new technology. concrete.  Some  examples  of  ICFs are presented in

According to mentioned issues, it is necessary to
study and propose construction systems, which not only ICF Blocks and Sustainability: ICF blocks are compatible
benefit from recent technology, but also have proper with this context situation and are of some attributes of
compatibility with context and natural and built sustainable construction according to following
environment. statements:

attributes of these systems are flexibility in architecture,

environmental and local construction systems. These

Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: ICF blocks examples www.icfinfo.org.uk/ siteimages/icf-diagram2.jpg, www.icfdwellings.com /.../
icf$20blocks_400.jpg

Easy transportation because of small and lightweight design and construction. These attributes make the
blocks and components in order to transportation system achieve any aims of sustainability and sustainable
problems in this area. architecture and construction.
Concrete blocks as settled casts which improve
quality of external walls and make possible CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
respecting standards and technical principles, in the
field of structure and external walls due to The main aims of industrialized architecture were
industrialized construction. mass production and economical aims in last decades, so,
According to the climate, the thermal insulation and the products had not fine qualities and compatibility with
energy efficiency are possible in this system. environment, in spite of that, new industrialized
Simple joints and similar construction methods to architecture attempts to deliver high quality and
vernacular ones, due to their social acceptability and compatibility with environment within economical
practical background in this region. efficiency. So raises the concern that the application of
Such a system doesn't ordinarily need labours with new technologies and systems in architecture to
special skills according to its great similarity with responsibility increasing needs. Therefore the systems
vernacular construction techniques. have to rely on environmental situations and demands.
Capability of using bearing walls due to compatibility On the basis of this study, industrialized architecture
with this system, in relation to floors limitation and is of characteristics of environmental sustainable design
small measures of windows in facades and so the essentially. So, if it has been selected by comprehensive
other characteristics of housing in this area. contextual study, then it is providing many aims of
These blocks are capable of compatibility with sustainability. This kind of architecture attempts to
vernacular texture appearance. achieve desirable attributes of industrialization, on the
Flexibility in design and using appropriate materials. basis of environmental situations to reach aims of
Flexibility in the use of modulation due to possibility sustainability. This appeared in recent experiences on
of making components and blocks in various contemporary housing in terms of its extending field.
measures, which is capable of being compatible with On the basis of such a study, in studied region and
measures and proportions of vernacular architecture. similar areas, some kinds of industrialized systems

According to previous statements, the ICFs are of used. Some systems as insulated concrete blocks (ICFs)
any attributes of sustainability as energy efficiency, in which are structural and lightweight blocks with cradling
harmony with climate, ability to modulation, ability to be are proposed. They are able to be constructed by simple
compatible with any texture appearance, flexibility in and local labour and simple equipments to vernacular

particularly semi-industrialized systems are able to be
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construction techniques. The ICF systems are appropriate 2. Williams Daniel, E., 2007. FAIA, Sustainable Design
in terms of material types and energy efficiency and (Ecology, Architecture and Planning), Wiley
sustainability. Also they are able to accept in relation to Publisher, USA.
harmonizing with rural texture and protecting vernacular 3. Mirsaeedi,  L.,  2009.  Industrialization  idea in
values. housing to reach Sustainable Development, in the

The ICF systems and similar systems are able to proceeding of International Conference on Built
bring flexibility in design and are capable of using on the Environment  in  Developing Countries 2009
basis of costumers needs and desires. However, selection (ICBEDC 2009), School of Housing Building and
or design systems and their details on the base of Planning, Universiti Sains, Malaysia, pp: 1422-1433.
comprehensive contextual study, is the essential affair in 4. Thanoon, W.A., Lee Wah Peng, Mohd Razali Abdul
relation to using new technologies in each area. Therefore Kadir, Mohd Saleh Jaafar and Mohd Sapuan Salit,
the selected system is capable of bring compatibility with 2003. The essential characteristics of industrialized
context in various senses. In conclusion, it is necessary building system, in the proceeding of international
to coming researches to appraise this idea practically and conference on industrialized building systems, kuala
proposing required details as types, materials and lumpur, Malaysia, pp: 283-292.
technical details and so on, in harmony with context 5. Richard, R.B.,  2005. Industrialised building systems:
situations. reproduction before automation and robotics,
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